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Let us take you to our home page


Creating value from is waste and using it as green gas, renewable energy, is what motivates us. Over the past 10 years, biogas upgrading has become DMT’s most important technology. DMT can offer several technologies each to best suit your business case.
 

Or have a look at our product portfolio
 

Biogas Upgrading


 With a Carborex®MS your biogas will be upgraded to pure methane. The biomethane can be supplied to the national gas grid, or be compressed to Natural Gas to be used as vehicle fuel.
 

 

Water Treatment


 The opening of a new office on the Water Campus in Leeuwarden and the acquisition of Sustec in Wageningen in 2016, has put DMT in the forefront of international water-related technologies again.
 

 

(Bio)gas Desulfurization


 Biogas is produced by fermentation of biological waste products and is considered to be one of the most important renewable energies as replacement of natural gas.
 


 

Landfill


 Landfill gas (LFG) is produced by the decomposition of organic material in landfills and is considered a by-product. The main […]
 

 

Agriculture


 Agriculture & Livestock DMT has vast experience with biogas upgrading in the agricultural industry and was the first to build […]
 

 

Lettuce Farmer


 Green Gas from Green Waste B-Four Agro is a company that grows different kinds of lettuce for supermarkets in the Netherlands. […]
 

 

Palm Oil Plantation


 Palm oil waste (POME) produces gas for boilers Sustainable energy from Biomass residue can be a valuable source of income for […]
 

 

Cheese Production


 Green gas from Cumbrian Cheese Project: Aspatria, United Kingdom Carborex®MS 1000 Feedstock: Biogas from cheese production Upgrading 1000 Nm³/h Product: […]
 

 

Milk and Cheese Production


 Gas to grid injection from cheese and milk production waste Project: Wyke Farms, United Kingdom Carborex®MS 2000 Feedstock: milk and […]
 

 

Potato, chocolate and cereals in Poundbury


 Potato, chocolate and cereals in Poundbury Poundbury was set up to be one of the most modern and self-sufficient towns in […]
 

 

Waste Water


 Waste water is a valuable source for the production of sustainable energy by anaerobic digestion. However biogas from waste water is different from other sorts of biogas and it typically contains contaminants. These need to be removed for the biogas to be used in a boiler, CHP engine or biogas upgrading system. DMT Environmental Technology is an expert in the treatment of biogas and removal of many different contaminants, with various technigues in a sustainable way. We are market leader with our advanced membrane technoloy Carborex MS.
 

 

Organic Waste


 Organic waste In short, organic waste is material that comes from either a plant or an animal. organic waste contains […]
 

 

Industry


 Welcome at the page for Food and beverages. Here you can find various  feedstock that can be used to value or re-value it. Our customers tell  their stories.
 



  Technical Article

  September, 2019Desulphurisation

 

 
  Industry Article

  May, 2015Cow’s producing CNG

 

 
  Industry Feature

  March, 2017Utilization routes for Biogas

 

 
  Industry Article

  April, 2017Busting the Biomethane Myths

 

 
  Technical Article

  October 2020Biogas upgrading: Membrane separation takes over

 

 




 Our challenge, is to create the clear and prosperous future
Over the years DMT has developed numerous technologies to handle all kind of environmental issues. Over the past 10 year, biogas upgrading has become DMT’s most important technology. DMT can offer several technologies each to best suit your business case.
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“It’s quite easy to operate the DMT Biogas upgrading system, Carborex®MS; it’s plug and play and runs by itself!”


Jan Reistad  Jevnaker, Norway
 



“The waste of our lettuce production, is processed to provide 1500 households with renewable energy”.


Willem Bas Warmenhuizen, the Netherlands
 



“We’ve got all our energy needs from Renewable Energy and produce. The methane slib was the key issue and the whole reason we choose DMT”


Jason Fewell Wyke Farms, United Kingdom
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Mark Jobse, Product manager DMT Environmental Technology
Because of his technical background and his commercial experience, Mark will find the best technical solution to fit your business case. He’s energetic, confident, passionate about renewable energies and driven. A true biogas upgrading specialist!
 About us  Contact us 




Our Challenge


DMT Was found in 1987 with the purpose to be part of the huge environmental clean-up.The demand for groundwater purification began to grow and so did DMT. Over the years DMT has developed numerous technologies to handle all kind of environmental issues.nnToday DMT has offices in Europe, Asia, Canada and the United States of America to achieve our challenge;nto create the clear and prosperous future.


 Read more about DMT  Contact us 
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Read more about
	Biogas Upgrading
	Biogas Desulphurisation
	Sulfurex BR
	Sulfurex CR



	Netherlands
	Yndustrywei 3
	8501 SN Joure (NL)
	+31 (0) 513 636 789


	United States of America
	19125 SW, 125th Court
	Tualatin, OR 97062, USA
	+1 503 379 0147
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